
In the Court of Additional Sessions Judge No. 2, Kamrup, Guwahati.

Present : Sri S.K. PoddarAdditional Sessions Judge No. 2,Kamrup, Guwahati.
Criminal Appeal No. 11 of 2011(Arising out of Complaint Case No. 52 of 2004)

 1. Sri Pradip Kumar Borah 2. Smt. Hemo Kanti Borah.................... Appellant/Accused                      -Vs -The Union of India ................  Respondent/Complainant.
Advocates Appeared :-Mr. A.K. Bhattacharyya (Sr. Advocate) &Mr. Rupjit Dey          .................... Advocates  for  the Appellant.Mr. R Hazarika                 ............................         Advocate for the Respondent.Date of Argument: 25.10.2013Date of Judgment : 15.11.2013

JUDGMENT1. This appeal u/s 374(3)(a) r/w Sec. 382 of Cr. P. C. has been preferred by the accused/appellants (1) Sri Pradip Kumar Borah and (2) Smt.  Hemo  Kanti  Borah  against  the  conviction  and  sentence  vide Judgment  and  Order  dated  20.12.2010  passed  by  the  Learned  Special Railway Magistrate, First Class at Guwahati in Complaint Case No. 52 of 2004.2. By the impugned judgment and order, the appellants/accused persons  were held guilty for the offence u/s 3(a) of the Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1966 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”) and sentenced  the  appellant  No.  1  to  undergo  S.I.  for  6(six)  months  and sentencing the appellant No. 2 to pay a fine of Rs. 5,000/- and in default of 
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paying fine the appellants shall suffer S.I. for 2 (two) months.3. On admission of the appeal memo for hearing, records of trial court  was  called  for.  Pending  disposal  of  this  appeal,  execution  of  the sentence  was  stayed.  Learned  PP  of  N  F  Railway  has  represented  the respondent Union of India.4. The brief facts of Complaint Case No. 52 of 2004 is that on 24.06.2004, Sri Rajeev Kr. Mishra, the then SI/RPF/LMG(South), received a tip-off  that a huge quantity of  railway iron materials have been kept concealed in the house of the accused Pradip Kumar Borah, situated at Tetelia village. As per instruction of ASC/LMG, he along with ASI/ A. C. Paul and staff, proceeded to the house of Pradip Kumar Borah at Tetelia village to conduct raid and search and in presence of accused Hema Kanti Borah, mother of the Pradip Kumar Borah and one local witness, named Narayan Ch.  Kumar a  search was  conducted  in  the  said  house.  During search, RPF personals recovered 123 nos. of tie-bars, one ACBP and one MSBP  from  the  said  house.  Inspector/RPF/MLG  Bivakar  Singh  also attended the spot with staff during the process of recovery. Sri Rajeev Kr. Mishra seized the recovered materials at the spot. Upon such recovery, a case was registered against the accused persons.5. Upon  taking  cognizance  on  the  offence  report,  accused persons  were  called  upon  to  face  trial  and  same  began  following  the warrant  procedure  by recording  of  evidence  before  charge,  framing  of charge u/s 3(a) of the Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1966 (hereinafter referred to as “the Act”. and thereafter cross-examination of the witnesses. During trial prosecution side examined as many as 9 PWs.6. Thereafter  accused  was  examined  u/s  313,  Cr.P.C.  Defence side examined two defence witnesses in support of their case. 7. From the trend of cross-examination, the defence plea is that they have purchased the said railway property which was sold in auction by N F Railway and the same was not a stolen one. 8. After full dress trial, learned trial court relied on the case of 
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prosecution and vice judgment and order dated 20.12.2010 held both the accused guilty for the offence charges with and passed the sentence as stated above. 9. Being  highly  aggrieved  and  dissatisfied  with  the  impugned judgment and order dated 20.12.2010, the appellants have preferred this appeal on the following amongst other grounds.
(a) For that, the learned Court below failed to appreciate the  

provisions of the Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act,  

1966 in view of the fact that once the railway properties are  

disposed of by the railway authorities,  they can no longer be  

termed as Railway Property in terms of Section 2(d) of the Act. 

(b) For that, the learned trial court failed to appreciate the  

fact  that  although  the  materials  were  admittedly  recovered  

from  the  house  of  the  appellant  No.  2,  the  prosecution  had  

failed to  establish that  the seized materials  came within the  

ambit of the definition of “railway property” and also that there  

was any reasonable suspicion of those materials being stolen or  

unlawfully obtained and as such, the ingredients of the offence  

u/s 3(a) of the Act are not met in the instant case for which the  

impugned Judgment is liable to be set aside and quashed.

(c) For that, the learned Court did not take into account that  

there  was  no  theft  memo  as  regards  the  seized  materials  

and/or  that  there  was  no  allegation  of  any  materials  being  

stolen.

(g) For that, all the prosecution witnesses who conducted the  

search,  deposed of the fact that the appellant No.  1 was not  

present at the time of seizure. Their evidence further transpires  

that the appellant No. 1 did not reside in the house where the  

seizure took place but at his official quarter situated at New  

Guwahati Railway Colony being Qtr. No. 310(A)..

(i) For that, only because the DW-2 stated that in the year  
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1997, he had brought some iron materials from Pandu Railway  

Stores to the house of Tetelia on the request of the appellant No.  

1, the same would not in itself be conclusive that the appellant  

No. 1 was a resident of Tetelia..

(j)  For that, the learned Trial Court erred in law as well as  

in facts in holding that there was a reasonable suspicion that  

the materials were either stolen ones or were lawfully obtained.  

The learned Trial Court presumed that since railway properties  

are not available in the open market and none is supposed to  

possess railway materials. 

(i) For  that,  the  learned  Court  committed  grave  error  in  

solely  relying  on  the  statements  made  by  the  PW  3  for  the  

purpose of coming to the conclusion that the seized materials  

were railway property within the meaning of Section 2(d) of  

the Act. 

(p) For that, merely because the appellant No. 1 declined to  

give any statement before the PW 8 when he went to the house  

of the appellant No. 2 to record her statement and stated that  

she would state everything before the Court, the learned Trial  

Court  came  to  a  finding  that  her  statements  made  under  

section  313  Cr.  P.C.  cannot  be  believed.  The  said  findings  is  

erroneous and as such, the Judgment is liable to be set aside  

and quashed.

(r) For that,  on the facts and circumstances of the present  

case as stated herein above, it is crystal clear that the learned  

Trial Court committed a gross error of facts as well as in law  

while  presuming certain facts  from the evidence recorded in  

C.R. No. 55/04 and applying the same to the facts of the present  

case which is  clearly illegal  and improver in as much as the  

same  have  been  used  against  the  appellant  without  putting  

them to the appellants in their examination u/s 313 Cr. P.C. 
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10. On the above grounds, I have heard learned Advocate for both sides  at  length  and  gone  through  the  relevant  laws.  In  his  argument, Learned Sr. Advocate has cited the following case laws:-i) (1989) 2 GLR 198ii) 1973 Cri. L.J. 1706iii) 1996 Cri. L.J. 3970iv) 1991 Cri. L.J. 3065v) 1987 Cri. L.J. 1390vi) AIR 1977 SC 170vii) AIR 1972 SC 189911. I  have gone through the  impugned judgment.  Learned trial court has formulated proper point for decision of the case. On this count, it appears to me no prejudice was caused to either side. 
Points for determination in this appeal is :12. (i) Whether the seized articles are stolen railway property?(ii) If so, whether the explanation given by accused as to source of the seized articles are just and acceptable? Discussion, decision and reasons thereof:13. According to Section 3 of the Act for holding an accused guilty, prosecution has to prove the following facts: Firstly, that the property in question is a railway property; Secondly, that the accused person is found or proved to have been, in possession of such property; Lastly, that such property  is  reasonably  suspected  of  having  been  stolen  or  unlawfully obtained. 14. Once  the  prosecution  has  established  the  aforesaid  three facts, onus shifts to the accused person to prove that such property came into his or her possession lawfully.15. Let  me take up the point  (ii)  first.  So far  the recovery and seizure  of  the  goods  in  concern  the  prosecution  has  by  giving 
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overwhelming evidence substantiated that the 123 nos of tie bars were seized from the possession of  accused No.  2.  It  is  in the evidence that accused was no. 1 who is railway employee was not present there at the time of search and seizure. During appeal Hearing learned Sr. Advocate Mr.  A  K  Bhattacharyya  appearing  for  the  appellant  has  vehemently attacked on the method of  search conducted in the house of  a women without any women police and in gross violation of section 100 Cr.P.C, for taking two local witnesses of the locality before search. On going through the evidence it appears to me that search was conducted in presence on one  independent  witness  namely  Narayan  Ch.  Kumar.  There  is  no evidence  that  the  RPF  team  before  conducting  the  search  made  any attempt to procure attendance of another witness of the locality. There is no evidence that any lady police accompanied the search team or that after knowing that except one lady Smt.  Hemkanti Borah there was no other male member is present in the house and the suspected items are such that there is no possibility of getting them hidden/destroyed if delay occurs in such search,  the way on which search was conducted was in total violation of section 100 Cr.P.C and make the search illegal. I found force on the submission of the learned Sr. Advocate for accused that the act of RPF team should not be recognized in making the search legal. The way search was conducted cannot be said to be lawful.16. Now coming to the first and third ingredient of the offence u/s 3 of the Act, in the impugned judgment learned trial court has dealt with the  evidence  at  great  length  and  held  that  the  recovered  articles  are railway  property.  So  far  the  first  requirement,  during  appeal  hearing learned  advocate  for  accused/appellant  by  referring  various  part  of evidence of PWs has vehemently challenged the finding of the trial court that seized goods are Railway property. It is also argue that learned trial court  has totally ignored the defence stand the seized goods are part of disposed goods of railway department and as such they were no longer remains  as  railway  goods  for  eternity.  So  far  third  requirement  is concerned,  it  was  submitted  that  unless  theft  of  railway  property  was 
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alleged  and  theft  memo  was  proved,  it  cannot  be  said  that  recovered property were stolen property. Let me first look at the law on this point. 17. Hon’ble ALLAHABAD HIGH COURT in the cited case of 1991 Cri L J 3065 [Abdul Rashid Vs.  State of U.P. ] as relied by appellant side has observed as follows:-
“8. Similar is the finding recorded by the trial Court on the basis of  
oral evidence and the circumstance that the recovered articles could  
be used only by the Railways. Therefore, the recovered articles would  
belong  to  the  Railways.  Section 2(d) of  the  above  mentioned  Act  
defines "railway property" as below :--

"Railway property" includes any goods, money or valuable security or  
animal,  belonging to,  or  in  the  charge  or  possession  of,  a  railway  
administration;"

9. In the absence of documentary evidence regarding the recovered  
articles belonging to the railways a doubt has crept in our mind about  
the correctness of findings recorded by the courts below to the effect  
that  the  recovered  articles  belonged  to  the  railways.  The  best  
evidence in the form of documentary evidence has not been adduced  
in the case. Therefore, we are not satisfied with the findings of the  
courts  below  regarding  the  recovered  articles  belonging  to  the  
railways. In the statement of P.W. 2 it has come that he did not know  
in  whose  charge  the  iron  ladders  were  and  wherefrom  they  were  
prepared. In the statement of P.W. 3 it has also been mentioned that  
the P.W. 3 did not know in whose charge the tie-bars were when they  
were  stolen.  He  could  not  say  whether  they  were  entered  in  any  
railway  register.  He  has  also  stated  that  the  tie-bars  were  also  
prepared by the private factories. He has also stated that the tie-bars  
were 60 years' old and that they could be disposed of in case they  
were not fit for use. P.W. 4, Ajai Narain Tewari has stated that he had  
not received any information about the loss of iron ladders. Ordinarily  
loss of the goods were reported by the concerned department. In the  
present case we do not find any evidence on the record in form of  
documentary evidence as to whether the recovered articles belonged  
to the railways or that they were lost by the railways at any point of  
time.

10. It would not be out of place to mention here a ruling of the highest  
Court reported in MANU/SC/0112/1969 :  1970CriLJ1647 ,  Kashmiri  
Lal v. State of Uttar Pradesh, wherein their Lordships of the Supreme  
Court  while  dealing  with  the  "railway  stores"  have  indicated  as  
below :-- "Mere unlawful possession of the property of any railway  
administration  is  not  an  offence.  The  prosecution  must  also  prove  
that the articles were being actually used or were intended to be used  
for by the railway. Thus any article which is the property of a railway  
administration but which has been discarded or rejected for further  
use would be outside the definition of railways stores."
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11. In the present case when some of the recovered articles were 60  
years' old or 10 years' old, a duty was cast upon the prosecution to  
lead some evidence to indicate that the recovered articles were not  
amongst the disposed of articles. It has come in evidence that when  
the articles were not fit for railways' use they used to be disposed of.  
In the present case the evidence on the record is not sufficient to prove  
that the recovered articles were not amongst the disposed of articles  
and that they belonged to railways at some point of time in the form  
of the documentary evidence. For want of documentary evidence we  
do not see eye to eye with the Courts below regarding; the finding that  
the  prosecution  has  succeeded  in  providing  conclusively  that  the  
recovered articles belonged to the railways at some point of time. For  
want  of  evidence  the  possibility  of  the  recorded  articles  might  be  
amongst the disposed of articles cannot be ruled out.18. The  PWs  in  their  cross-examination  categorically  admitted that  no  theft  memo  was  issued  any  department  in  respect  of  the recovered  articles.  Hence,  at  the  first  instance  it  can  be  said  that prosecution has failed to prove the important burden of  them that the recovered goods are stolen railway property. It is in the evidence that at the time of search and seizure the owner of the house failed to produce any document of those goods but by giving evidence through DW it was in the  evidence  that  railway  has  auctioned  some  goods  and  auction purchaser in his evidence admitted that he have resold some articles to the accused Hemkanti Borah. From the above evidence it appears that the accused side has put forwarded an defence on two fold .. (i) the recovered goods  were  not  railway’s  disposed property  meaning thereby  the  said goods are no longer Railway Property as defined u/s2(d) of the Act and (ii)  that  those  were  not  stolen  goods.  A  question  might  arose  as  to standard of proof of such an presumption.19. On  going  through  the  impugned  judgment,  it  appears  that learned trial court has misconceived on the standard of proof of a fact for prosecution and defence. On the point of standard of proof for an accused Hon'ble  Supreme  Court  of  India  in  the  cited  case  of MANU/SC/0176/1976/AIR 1977 SC 170 [Shri Rabindra Kumar Dey Vs. 

State of Orissa]  as relied by learned advocate for accused has held as followed:- 
“6. The Courts below appear to have convicted the appellant on the  
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basis of the decision referred to above and have held that since the  
explanation  given  by  the  appellant  was  false,  an  inference  of  
misappropriation  could  reasonably  be  drawn  against  him.  This  
proposition  cannot  be  doubted.  But  the  question  is  whether  the  
explanation  given  by  the  appellant  in  this  case  can  be  said  to  be  
absolutely  false  ?  Another  question  that  arises  is  what  are  the  
standards to be employed in order to judge the truth or falsity of the  
version given by the defence ? Should the accused prove his case with  
the  same  amount  of  rigour  and  certainty,  as  the  prosecution  is  
required, to prove a criminal charge, or it is sufficient if the accused  
puts forward a probable or reasonable explanation which is sufficient  
to  throw  doubt  on  the  prosecution  case  ?  In  our  opinion  three  
cardinal  principles  of  criminal  jurisprudence  are  well-settled,  
namely :

(1) that the onus lies affirmatively on the prosecution to prove its case  
beyond  reasonable  doubt  and  it  cannot  derive  any  benefit  from  
weakness or falsity of the defence version while proving its case;

(2)  that  in  a  criminal  trial  the  accused  must  be  presumed  to  be  
innocent unless he is proved to be guilty; and

(3) that the onus of the prosecution never shifts.

7.  It is true that under Section 105 of the Evidence Act the onus of  
proving exceptions mentioned in the Indian Penal Code lies on the  
accused,  but  this  section  does  not  at  all  indicate  the  nature  and  
standard of proof required. The Evidence Act does not contemplate  
that the accused should prove his case with the same strictness and  
rigor as the prosecution is required to prove a criminal charge.  In  
fact, from the cardinal principles referred to above, it follows that, it  
is sufficient if the accused is able to prove his case by the standard of  
preponderance  of  probabilities  as  envisaged  by  Section 5 of  the  
Evidence Act as a result of which he succeeds not because he proves  
his case to the hilt but because probability of the version given, by him  
throws doubt on the prosecution case and, therefore, the prosecution  
cannot  be  said  to  have  established  the  charge  beyond  reasonable  
doubt. In other words, the mode of proof, by standard of benefit of  
doubt, is  not applicable to the accused,  where he is called upon to  
prove his case or to prove the exceptions of the Indian Penal Code on  
which he seeks to rely. It is sufficient for the defence to give a version  
which competes in probability with the prosecution version, for that  
would  be  sufficient  to  throw  suspicion  on  the  prosecution  case  
entailing its rejection by the Court.” 20. From the above ratio it is clear that prosecution and defence can not be placed on same platform so far standard of proof is concerned. In the case in hand as discussed it is on record that prosecution has failed to prove that the seized goods were stolen Railway articles and on the other hand by tendering evidence through DW 1, the defence has brought 
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some material on record that the goods were sold to him by DW 1 after purchasing the same in auction from railway.  Prosecution has failed to disprove  this  version  of  DW  1  of  railway  auction  of  the  used  railway material  to  DW  1.  Once  this  fact  is  found  reliable,  the  burden  on prosecution become heavier to prove that the goods were stolen property in which the prosecution has admittedly failed.  21. The impugned judgment shows that learned trial court  has relied upon certain circumstances to draw a reasonable suspicion that the seized  materials  must  have  been  stolen  or  unlawfully  obtained.  While doing  so,  learned  trial  court  has  given  goodbye  to  the  well  settled principle that Suspicion is  not the substitute for proof.  There is a long distance between may be true and must be true and the prosecution has to travel all the way to prove it case beyond all reasonable doubt. Learned trial court  has given undue weightage to the evidence of DW’s towards proving the case of prosecution. While holding the accused persons guilty, learned  trial  court  have  unnecessarily  drawn  the  weakness  of  defence case against the settled principle of law. 22. From the bare reading of the evidence of DW’s it became clear that they have given an probable defence as to how they have procured the  seized  goods  and upon  becoming successful  on  raising  a  probable defence, the prosecution seems to have fails to discharge their burden that good are in fact stolen railway property by giving cogent evidence viz theft memo. So the finding that the seized goods are stolen railway property cannot be allowed to stand. 23. The  other  aspect  of  the  case,  though  need  not  much discussion  in  view  of  findings  in  previous  paragraphs,  is  that  in  the impugned  judgment  learned  trial  court  while  deciding  the  fact  of conscious possession of accused Pradip Bora, has place reliance on the previous  evidence of  DW 2 in CR 55/04,  but  I  am of  the opinion that prosecution cannot take benefit of weakness of defence. The prosecution must proof its case beyond reasonable doubt by its own evidence. Accused persons have the right to keep mum. From the evidence of PW 1 to PW 9 
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there is no iota of evidence about conscious possession of accused Pradip Bora who was residing at his official Quarter at Guwahati. The finding of learned trial  court  holding Pradip Bora as  possessor is  apparently  not tenable. 24. Considering  all  above,  I  hold that  prosecution has  failed to prove the charges beyond all  reasonable doubt against the accused for holding them guilty of offence as charged. 25. In the result, I find merit in the appeal and same is allowed. The impugned judgment and order of conviction and sentence of both the accused persons namely Pradip Bora and Hemkanti  Borah is  set aside. Both of them are acquitted from the charges u/s 3 (a) of Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act, 1966 and set at liberty.26. Bail  bonds  executed  by  both  the  accused  persons  are extended for next 6 months as per the provisions of section 437A IPC.27. Seized properties be returned from whom seized.  28. Appeal is allowed on contest without costs. Given  under  my  hand and  seal  of  this  Court  on  this  15th day  of November, 2013 at Guwahati.
Addl. Sessions Judge No. 2,Kamrup, Guwahati.
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